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EDITORIAL

As another semester starts at School of Liberal Studies , the family has expanded as we welcome the
7th batch – SLS 15 . SLS is a proud family of 750 members now. The walls have come back to life as
the students are bustling with joy , talking about their summers and their achievements.
With this new semester comes new opportunities and new talents . We urge you to grab every opportunity as they help in developing the talent’s of an individual.
In the present issue of SLS mirror we bring to you a surfeit of the events that were held at SLS.
Happy Reading !
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TIE-DYE AUDIT COURSE

At the onset of monsoon as the earth dampened
with rain droplets; School Of Liberal Studies saw
fabrics dampening with radiant dyes. 31st July
2015 saw the beginning of the Tie & Dye assignment of Semester 1 students' Audit Course. This
course, followed by Warli art, was designed to
acquaint the students with various techniques
and methods of tying and subsequently dying
fabrics.

The class commenced with a customary presentation by Mr. Aditya narrating the origins, methods and usage of the Tie & Dye technique. Post
presentation, samples of finished products that
used the art were shown to the students. The
next class was taken by Mrs. Asha Mandapa
where students were taught how to tie fabrics in
different ways to achieve varied patterns. White
2

swatches of fabric along with thread rolls were
handed over to the students so that they could
try the technique on their own. The four types of
ties covered in the class were: Bandhini, Leheriya,
Samosa and Crumple. These tied sample cloths
were later dipped in red, yellow and black dyes to
give students an insight into how the final pattern of a specific tie turns out to be.
Later in the course, students were given one and
half metres of white cotton cloth to create their
own finished product using the method they
were taught. They were given complete liberty to
choose their kind of tie and their colour of choice
for dying. Students showed extreme creative finesse in combining techniques and mixing colours to achieve their desired fabric in order to
create products that ranged from stoles, shirts,
crop tops, kurtas and skirts. The last class saw
students wearing their hand-dyed outfits and
posing for documentation purposes.

Drishti Shah
SLS15

WARLI ART AUDIT COURSE
On the crisp sunny morning of 14th July 2015,
School of Liberal Studies started off with their
Audit Course for Semester 1 students. The first
assignment of this course was based on the traditional Maharashtrian art form known as Warli Art.
The class was conducted by Asha Mandapa, a renowned art instructor along with Aditya Mehta
and Seema Agarwal who were readily assisted by
college seniors.
The session started off at 9 AM with an introductory PowerPoint presentation tracing the history,
technique, significance and use of Warli along
with the faculty’s detailed and experienced elucidation of the same. After acquainting the students with this simple yet spectacular work of
art, A4 sized rice papers were handed to them
along with markers and watercolours to help
them get their creative juices flowing and splash
them on the sheets.

with geometric shapes. These illustration were
initially done with black markers and were later
infused with earthy tones and hues. These artworks were made either on rectangular pieces of
paper so that they could be made into serving
trays or on square pieces so that they could be
converted into wall clocks. Some students also
took coasters as their assignment.
The students were highly enthusiastic about the
entire activity and participated zealously. The session saw an impressive portrayal of artistic ability
by the freshman class and they look forward to
learning, designing and creating more art forms
and products.

Drishti Shah
SLS15

The next class saw the rice papers transform into
beautiful illustrations. The students took scenes
from domestic and social lives and immortalised
them with their brushes in a Warli-stic manner

3

MASS COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP

As a Part of the Mass communication Major subject "TV and Journalism Production", for fulfilling
the need of practical exposure for the students, a
Workshop was organized by Prof. Kamlesh Udasi
who works as a freelancer at his own company,
Zigzag Studios that makes documentary films,
advertisements, and many such films. He has
taught at many prestigious academic institutes
like MICA, DCM, and many more. He has worked
for DECU- ISRO for almost 20 years and has made
more than 300 documentaries that have won innumerable awards nationally and internationally.
This workshop was conducted on 17th July, 2015
at the Zigzag studios itself. The workshop was
divided into three parts during the day. He had
called people from the departments with tremendous experience for us to gain maximum insight
as much as we can. The first session was conducted by himself where we learnt about different camera angles, shot sizes, various types of
cuts, transitions, directorial aspects of a film, role
of a cameraman, other crew members and he
also showed a lot of exemplary videos showing
us how the whole shot is first filmed then edited
and then put it into the sequence of a storyboard.
In the second session we had an expert from the
field of shooting, an really experienced personality who had been working in the DD national
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news channel for almost a decade now as the
cameraman who showed us what Kamlesh sir
taught us on PowerPoint slides. we individually
got the chance to know how to operate the camera how to move it and set it to get the perfect
shot size, in the available lighting and also
showed us what we recorded live on a Television
set. It was really a big step forward for those who
are interested in the professional field of film
making through professional equipment and ex-

pertise.
The third and the last session was on editing
which is the post production part of shooting a
film. Editing as an art is emerging and being in
this field we have to have the basic knowledge of
what people call "the invisible art" as. Editing is
what fills sense into the film, it polishes the film

and gives another beauty to it. We got an basic idea about the technical part of editing i.e. the software and other editing tools and also the creative aspect of adding different transitions, filters, etc.
The Expert who taught us this was an highly experienced personality from Bombay and has edited
many advertisements and short films and corporate films which we got the opportunity to see how
they were edited and also made us individually try our hands on editing short clips.
In all, the workshop gave us immense and detailed hands on experience from extremely experienced
personalities from the fields the students were looking forward to building their careers in. We are
looking forward to Prof. Udasi for arranging such workshops more often which are so intrigued that
we never notice where time flies.

Manas Daxini
SLS ‘13
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AIESEC INTERNSHIP
Our internship in AIESEC, The Philippines, Davao
commenced on the 7th of June, 2015. The objective
of the internship was to teach, spend time with and
raise funds for the less-privileged children in the
Davao city of The Philippines. The first week passed
in getting acquainted with the city, the local culture, an introduction to the project and it's requirements, developing a working attitude and making
new friends.

under pressure due to scant amount of educated
individuals at Mintal. Hence we assisted them and
partook their burden.

The second week, starting from the 15th of June
was spent in project orientations, for which, we
were taken to visits at our two major workplaces:
The House of Hope and Barangay Community Hall,
Mintal. We divided our days between two major
locations, vis-à-vis, The House of Hope and The
Barangay Hall, Mintal.

The children at The House of Hope were poor and
suffered from cancers of different sorts, while
those at the day care centres of Mintal came from
uneducated families. Our main objective at the
house of hope was to cheer up the kids and spend
quality time with them. It also included acquainting
them with our respective cultures so that they acquire an exposure to various cultures of the world
since they would not have been able to travel
much, considering their health conditions.
While the main objective at the Day care centres of
Mintal was to know the kids better and assist the
teachers in various teaching activities. Mintal was
amongst the less privileged areas of the city and
hence the kids were not much well equipped in
educational methods. The teachers were always
6

There have been various experiences and instances
within these six weeks that have helped me learn
lots of new things. Considering the fact that i was a
vegetarian and that Philippines was a country which
had scarce amount of same available, i had to find
ways for myself to manage food everyday. That
brought me to learn cooking. Never having known
how to cook even the basic of things, Philippines
taught me how to manage full day meals altogether
by myself. Apart from that, patience, adjustments
and tolerance were other few skills that I had to
inculcate over time. Having been the only child had
led to me having an extremely pampered childhood, in contrast to which, I ended up opening myself to boundaries I never realized I was living in!
Other than the above mentioned few skills, we also
learnt skills like managing finances and cost-cutting.
To organize an event and raise funds for the kids
was no easy task for us. We had also included
games, prizes and sponsorships for our event and
hence it was very necessary that we learn to economize and manage finances in the most economical
way possible.
The internship turned out to be extremely fruitful
and our team ended up helping the kids monetarily
as well as emotionally.
Shaivi Dhruva
SLS ‘13

INDUCTION WEEK 2015

The induction week of School Of Liberal Studies
was a joyous welcome to the freshers, which went
on for 6 days. It was pretty clear from the first day
that the main aim was to let the students know
about the wonderful journey they were embarking.
The week was designed in such a way that the students knew about the academics at SLS, worked on
team building, campus awareness, faculty, creative
thinking along with new memories and stories being created.
The first day began with a lot of confusion and fear
of being lost in a big place but were soon comforted by the cheerful words by the Dean Nigam
Dave. What followed next was an ice breaking activity which brought the students a step closer to their
batch mates. The supposed creative writing session
turned out to be a Flash Mob by the seniors, which
was a perfect end to the first day of college.
The next day started on a good note with a tree
planting session which conveyed that the school is
connected to the green drive. That was followed by
a faculty-student interaction. The seniors had in
store a game of rugby and tug of war between all
the four batches of SLS. The next day was full of
excitement and fun as the students began with a
treasure hunt which was spread all around the campus and an informal interaction with their seniors
making it the most memorable day of the induction
week. along with this the students can to know
more about the campus and the accompanying
schools by their respective Deans. As a welcome by
the Quiz Club of PDPU, Mind Ripple, the students
took a short quiz and won prizes.
The day 4 began with a lot of humor as the seniors

carried out a roast to know their juniors a little better on the basis of which they selected participants
for the talent hunt. To show that the School Of Liberal Studies is
all about motivating the students to try
and
achieve
something
which
made
them take up a
challenge
of
breaking
the
Guinness World
Record of the
largest Rakhi
and
brought
out a creative
side of the students. The induction week also included a short
educational trip to the Gandhi Ashram and the Museum of Indology.
Day 5 gave the students a platform to showcase
their talent. The entire day went in tremendous
hard work to put up the first event as a batch of
2015. The evening showcased the talent of freshers
in various fields like dance, music, gymnastics, playing different instruments, mime, stand-up comedy
etc. The event ended with Ms. Hiya Banerjee and
Mr. Jaydev Patel being awarded as Mr. and Ms.
Freshers. The induction week ended with educational lectures from different industries. Along with
this the students where introduced to AIESEC. As a
final informal welcome by the seniors there was a
sports activity “Great Wall of China” which turned
out to be a prank.
The week gave us a synopsis of how it would be to
be a part of the School Of Liberal Studies. It is a perfect start as it helps in every way be it making
friends, knowing the campus, the faculty, the
course everything. The induction achieved its aims.
The week started with confusion and fear but
ended with hope and excitement to mark a place in
the University.
Sakshi Vyas
Shimony Agrawal
SLS ‘15
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EXPERT LECTURE

On July 22nd 2015, Wednesday, a guest lecture
was held by Miss Sarika, on the topic 'Radio', for
the students of B.A. (Hons.) majoring in Mass
Communication. It was quite an interesting and
informative session. Miss Sarika has been working in the industry for approximately seven years
now. She has quite a lot of experience in Radio
and is currently working with My FM, a leading
Radio channel from the Divya Bhaskar Group. As
radio is one of the major tools of Mass Communication, she helped the students in getting to
know the Radio industry up close by showing us
the ropes.
She began by explaining how media caters to the
senses and how radio, in its own way is unique
and powerful as it caters to our auditory senses
and is one of the oldest tools of mass communication. She then went on to explain the evolution
of radio, from the time when it was used as a medium of communication during the World War, to
the present time when it is just a medium of entertainment. One of the major drawbacks of the
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current scenario of radio industry, as she explained, is that radio stations are allowed to only
play music, no news or radio programs like the
old times exist anymore. She then walked us
through the inside working of a radio station, as
to who all are involved in a radio station, how radio programs are designed, what is the work of
an RJ etc. She later on went on to explain the
strategizing of a radio station to earn maximum
revenue, highlighting the business aspect of media. A brief question answer session then followed this presentation.
The Mass Communication students then thanked
Ms. Sarika with a memento. It was indeed quite
an enlightening and enriching lecture, helping the
students in grasping various concepts related to
Radio as an important ad powerful medium of
Mass Communication, for which they are quite
grateful to Ms. Sarika.

Himani Sheth
SLS ‘13

GUEST LECTURE ON MEDIA
As a part of the syllabus of Development of Media, The students of Mass Communication Minor
had the privilege of having an interactive session
with an amazing personality from the field of Social Media on the 13th of August, 2015. As an upcoming tool of mass communication, it is very
crucial for any student to get insights from a person who is not only familiar to the topic but also
has experience in the same. Our Faculty Prof. Mukund Shukla arranged for us such an opportunity

about how the corporate world indeed is and
solved tones of questions we bombarded upon
him. He covered a wide range of topics that
comes under the tag of ‘social media’; from
Google to Face book, Today’s trends in social media, how is it developing as a very successful tool
for mass communication, The evolution of Smart
Phones with touch screens from Desktops and
big heavy monitors which are ancient history
now. This lecture was also attended by a few

to meet and greet with one such personality, Mr.
Shivendra Shrivastav who has tremendous experience in the field of Social Media. He is the
Proprietor of Wild Dreams Media and Communication, a very successful Media Business based in
Ahmedabad. He had a crucial role in the prime
ministerial campaign in handling the social media
department of the campaign. He and his team
were responsible for each and every minute decision making of what will go onto the Internet to
make the most out of it.

Mass communication enthusiasts from SLS’14 and
15 batches along with the students of Mass communication.

He shared with us all his good as well as bad experiences during this campaign specifically and
also how he managed to penetrate the business
of media and communication. We also learnt a lot

Manas Daxini
SLS ‘13

Overall, it was an amazing experience having an
interactive and friendly session with an insider of
the field we are planning our careers in. The first
hand experience he shared will help us in our future endeavors. We would like to specially thank
Prof. Mukund Shukla for this wonderful as well as
knowledgeable opportunity.
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NCC GIRLS AT CAT CAMP
NCC Cadets (Girls) attended the Combined Annual Training Camp (CATC), held from 13th to 23rd
of July at NCC Headquarters, Law Garden, Ahmedabad. 12 girls represented PDPU at the camp.
The cadets went through various types of training including marching, rifle training, map reading, rifle shooting, obstacle training, tent pitching

brought gold medals to PDPU in the ‘Dance’ and
‘Slogan writing’ competition respectively. Cadets
after attending the 10-day camp say that they are
immensely benefitted and feel more confident
now. They are glad that PDPU gave them a
chance to be a part of this esteemed organisation.

etc.

Urvi Shah, SLS 13 - “The Combined Annual Training
Camp was a life changing experience. The camp
taught me the value of unity and discipline in any
sector of life. The strict schedule at the camp
helped me work in a better way and made me feel
energetic. The lectures held at the camp enlightened me about various topics like Indian Army, Indian Navy, Indian Air Force, Rifles etc. I also learned

The SLS girls who attended the camp are:
1. URVI SHAH SLS ‘13
2. MANSI KOTHARI SLS ‘13
3. RAKHI OJHA SLS SLS ‘14
4. AAYUSHI KAUSHIK SLS ‘13
5. DEVANSHI BHANSALI SLS ‘13
6. URMI R SHAH SLS ‘14
7. ZARNA RAVAL SLS ‘13
8. D CHANDRALI RAO SLS ‘14
PDPU girls have performed outstandingly in the
Camp, earning various achievements. Chandrali
Rao, was selected as one of the platoon commanders, Anandi Joshi, Ayushi Kaushik and Rakhi
Ojha were selected in the obstacle training
achieving exceptional points. Chandrali Rao,
Mansi Kothari, Urvi Shah, Devanshi Bhansali and
Anandi Joshi were amongst the best rifle shooters. Also Anandi Joshi and Devansh Bhansali
10

Rifle Shooting and Obstacle Training, which is a
rare opportunity. I am thankful to PDPU for letting
me have this experience and opportunity to be a
part of the NCC.”
Chandrali Rao, SLS 14 - “Attending CATC was an
altogether different experience. The challenging
environment and people taught us adjustment,
patience and hard work. We, cadets of PDPU got
united there, and felt as coming from an organisation PDPU, and didn't felt that we come from different schools within PDPU. We got chance to do
rifle shooting, obstacle training, tent pitching,
which are a rare opportunity. I am extremely
thankful to PDPU to give us such an opportunity.”
Devanshi Bhansali, SLS 13 - “The first camp for
pdpu NCC girls from 1Guj Girls BN was extremely a
learning camp. We experienced different training
within 10 days such as obstacle training, rifle shooting, tent pitching etc. We had a different experience from our daily life waking up at 5 doing heavy
exercise and than wait for the breakfast following
our drill completely helped us in improving our patience and mental stability. Discipline was a great

part of our life following all the rules also taught us
the importance of small things. As a whole this
camp was a great experience to all NCC CADETS
and we have even seen a lot of improvement in our
life regarding discipline, teamwork, time management, excepting the situation etc.”

Ms. Khushali Purohit
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INTERNSHIP AT DHARAMSALA
21st Gurukul in Dharamsala with His Holiness The 14th Dalai Lama

When we come into this world, we rarely know
what our role is. With gradual passage of time, our
system is programmed in a certain way by the outer
world. We start following a pattern. Due to this
psychological coloring by the outer environment,
we fail to ask our inner self what it demands from
this limited span of life we have. Corporate job, media coverage, high bank balance and expensive vanity substitutes the need of self actualization. We get
so much engrossed in the shallowness of materialistic world that when the last days are knocking at
our doorstep, we realize the mistakes we made in
designing our life. I wanted to understand the
deeper meanings of my life in a different way. So, I
made a choice to apply for 21 day journey to help
me carve beautiful intrinsic art by beautifying my
soul and taking steps in moving closer to simplicity
of life. I wished to kindle that little spark within me.
So, I set out on this 21 day journey of Gurukul in
Dharamsala, Himachal Pradesh to see a new mooring of my life, from a new dimension. There I spent
each day passing through the tunnel of a new
morning, a new vision, a new meaning, embarking
on a journey through the path ,that reflected new
serene colors of life. During this period of 21 days, I
gathered micro-moments of beautiful learning, understanding the simplicity of life, exploring the life
stories of Tibetan refugees, understanding their
culture, freedom struggle, arts of Tibetan community, gaining a new perspective, floating in new waters of a unique music, dance and art form and exploring unending horizons.
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Buddhist Philosophy and Mind science classes made
me realize that the ultimate goal of our life, revolves around a word “balance”. Happiness is balance, be it mental or physical. It gave me knowledge about moving ourselves from Duality to Unity
of mind. 21th Gurukul in Dharmashala with 32 fellows from all over the world was one such life
changer for me. It was an internal journey. Living in
nunnery with Buddhist nuns gave me insight about
their oneness with god and promise to persevere to
spread love and compassion in the world around. I
was spellbound to know about the flavors of life of
the Tibetan people, their struggle to get their country back from China and moving close to the essence of their culture.
The most awaited part was to learn from His Holiness Dalai Lama, whose aura in itself was very enchanting and optimistic. A right guru is the best revitalizing medication for a lifetime. Under influence
of such charismatic mentor the deciphered codes of
our life find a direction to lead into. Under his divine
aura we all were blessed to learn how to actively
participate in creation of a life that can aid in leading towards social change. It is evident in history
too that when you set out in search of anything,
destiny lends you a hand holder who has the power
to make you swim through the ocean of knowledge
that you necessitate. Teachings from His Holiness
The Dalai Lama did that for all 33 of us.
There is a life that you live and a life that you celebrate, Gurukul journey was a celebration of my existence .It was about one vision that turned into reality, guiding me towards a new route, towards my
“Eternal Light”.
Setting out on a journey that makes you understand the world within you, is the best decision anyone can make ever.
Shivani Shah
SLS12

VISIT OF NARCOTICS CONTROL BUREAU
The Healthy Campus team led by Shri Hariom Gandhi, Zonal Director, Narcotics Control Bureau, had
interacted with SLS students about leading a
happy and healthy life. After the lecture he patiently answered students' questions and curiosities. His knowledge and wit kept the audience entertained and involved. We thank the entire
Healthy Campus team for coming to SLS.

SENIOR STUDENT INTERACTION
The UG class of 2019 at SLS had the opportunity to interact with their seniors who are going for pursuing masters degree programs in international
universities. This included Ms. Kinjal Gandhi and Ms. Twinkle Thakkar who
have been selected at the University College of London, UK, and Mr.
Hetansh Desai who has been selected at Babson College, MA (USA). They
talked about their journey at SLS and provided personal observations
about the program, best practices for getting the most out of liberal arts
education, the preparation of applying to highly ranked foreign universities
and gaining acceptance to them, the importance of inter-disciplinary education, firming up for entrance tests,
and importance of writing research papers and attending conferences. Mr. Shashank Sreedharan from the SLS
class of 2016, shared his experience and suggestions about scoring very high on the GRE standardized test. We
thank the alumni for sharing their time and experience.

VISIT OF MR. SARASWATI (ADECCO)

Mr. Manvendra Saraswati (State Head – Rajasthan & Gujarat, Adecco India) and Adecco Gujarat team
had visited SLS for an interaction, introduction to the company as well as the human resources business services industry, and an opportunity to participate in their CEO For A Month contest for the Indian region.
13

INDUSTRY SPEAKS: MUKUND SHUKLA
Introduction
Mr Mukund Shukla is the 'business head' of the
Gujarat division in the Indian express. He has
spent 20+ years in this career. As a person he has
a very warm heart and really cares about his students. It was an amazing opportunity presenting
itself for the students of PDPU to understand the
field from such a successful man.

Interview
After the class of Mass Communication, I asked
Mr Mukund sir if I could ask him a few questions.
He agreed instantly and decided to take the entire class for a cup of tea if they wanted to. We all
gladly agreed and I asked him a few questions.
The first question that popped into my head was
why was it that he selected this field ? To which
he replied "it covers all topics and industries, under this sky" which is very true I believe and a brilliant thought.
Further I asked him what were the changes he
has seen during his time serving in this profession. He said, he has witnessed the newspaper
become a commodity. Hearing this made me feel
he was a little disappointed with how it was currently in the world. I tried figuring out what kept
him in this business long; What did he want to see
happen in this field? He gave a smile and answered seriously, " i want to see permutation and
combinations of mediums in the media industry"
he explained the endless possibilities in the future, that which is furled by the technology that
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we have access too. He was indeed quite descriptive about it , and a brilliant in itself. This definitely cheered the mood up and brought a smile
to everyone's face that was sitting there.
Mentioning in a brief way, he gave emphasis on
how he didn't want singular dependence over
one sort of media, he wanted a equal distribution
of importance over every type of media. This
brought to my mind , there must be some core
problems with today's media houses, and who
better to ask this other than the man of the hour.
He critically pointed out the fact to this that no
one in today's time does any experiments towards innovation. It's all the same since quite
some time, according to him. My next question
brought a chuckle, and a silence of few seconds
before he would answer. I asked, what were his
view on paid news; being on the position he is in,
and the experience in the bag, he had no issues
dealing with this question with an absolute diplomatic approach.
He said everyone is a human and everyone has a
view, so no one can be completely neutral; Which
is completely acceptable. He used this expression
which quite substantiated the entire answer, he
said it is a "catch 22 situation". I later followed
this discussion towards asking him what is the
ethical aspect in today's time towards the collection, inferring and inferring information. This
question in fact was of a topic that we were discussing earlier and he himself had asked a similar
question to the class! He jokingly added, why did I
need to use a question of his? After sharing a
laugh at this, he continued on a serious note to
answer this. He said, 'earlier, traditionally, people
use to be more mature and selective about what
news to pick up and how to share it. Now people
have "become more liberal" selecting and writing
the news. It has become a commodity and a business'.
This was quite a point. I became more curios to
know how or what would he think was a difficult
and a challenging situation. So I asked him, to
which he instantly replied 'working for Hindustan

times and launching the Mint newspaper in Gujarat was very challenging.' He explained how
Hindustan times had absolutely no to negligible
market hold in Gujarat and launching a newspaper here was one of the most challenging things
in his career. After bringing the discussion to such
a climax , I decided it was time to wrap things up.
I asked him finally, what message and words of
wisdom does he have that he may wish to give
us; his students. This stored quite some interest
and made everyone lean at least a centimetre
closer, to hear his answer. He replied in a wonderfully optimistic tone, "It is a sunrise industry!"
He continued ' people who want to grow and succeed, it is a must that they must try because there
is enormous potential.' As he looked around at

everyone's face, he said 'students must access
various mediums, students must read, they must
watch. They must do projects in this field, which
will help them.'
With him finishing this sentence, I thanked him
for the interview and being the warm heart person he is, he shaker everyone of our hands before
he took our leave, and let me tell you, we were
quite a lot of people. None the less, he shook
each one of our hands with equal joy.
Vishrut Iyengar
SLS ‘12
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FACULTY REFLECTIONS
Need for Better Health Policy in India
India encapsulates a paradox. Its impressive economic growth over the last two decades has led
to growing clout on the international stage. But
India's record leaves much to be desired in one of
the key facets of human development: healthcare. India is in the midst of an epidemiological
and demographic transition – the chronic disease
burden and also a decline in mortality and fertility
rates and consequent ageing of the population.
In addition to old unresolved problems, the
health system in the country is facing emerging
threats and challenges. One major reason for this
sorry state of affairs is the low level of investment on healthcare. There has been insufficient
attention given to public health policy; not
enough is being invested in safe drinking water
and sanitation.
Today, India is at a critical juncture, particularly in
a health sector, it failed to provide basic health
services to its masses due to lack of budgetary
support. In fact, the allocations for Health have
decreased from the level of 1.3 per cent of GDP in
1990 to 0.9 per cent in 1999, against the global
average of 5.5 per cent. The budgetary support
for health care sector is not enough to fulfill the
needs of 10 per cent people of the society. In India, private sector is representing 93% and public
sector is representing only 7% of health infrastructure. To overcome this problem, Indian government adopted PPP model in health care delivery.
It is assumed that collaboration with the private
sector in the form of Public-Private Partnership
(PPP) would improve equity, efficiency, accountability, quality, and accessibility of the entire
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health system. There is a growing realization that
public and private sectors in health can potentially gain from one another in the form of resources, technology, knowledge and skills and
cost efficiency.
The three biggest challenges India faces in the
healthcare sector are: the paucity of hospital
beds for people (1 bed for 1050 people, as against
1 bed for 250 people in US); the lack of skilled
manpower in health sector; and the rise in both
infectious and non-communicable diseases. Major
problems of Indian health sector from public
point of view are: lack of health infrastructure in
rural and urban areas, scarcity of latest technology in diagnosing the diseases, lack of availability
of enough health personnel, scarcity of drugs,
timely and proper medical care lack of research
facilities and labs, insufficient penetration of
health insurance, malnutrition, lack of critical care
facilities and so on. Additionally, there are wide
gaps between the rural and urban population in
its healthcare system which worsen the problem.
To address all these problems government must
come up with the new health policy which can
provide health insurance to all its masses particularly up to the rural and tribal people. The good
part is that the penetration of the health insurance has been increasing over the years. Besides
rural urban divide, another key driver of India’s
healthcare landscape, is the high out-of-pocket
expenditure.
This policy must be addressing the establishment
of new research laboratories, diagnostic centers,

medical education, and pharmaceutical companies. It must create a platform to the private companies to involve in the health service delivery to
the people with free of cost. Free drug distribution is required for the people who are living under BPL. There is a necessity for the basic primary
healthcare services with proper infrastructure
facilities. This problem can be solved by diagnostic procedures, building rural clinics, developing
the best health IT systems and improving efficiency. There is no magical plan to improve medical facilities for a vast population as of India, but
the central government must take actions from
all sides along with the help of other actors like
state government, private partners, NGO’s etc.
This will lead to increase in health facilities and
enhance the social welfare of the masses as their
growing health related problems would get resolved in an efficient and effective manner. For
the betterment of health, the promotion of yoga
at the work place, in the schools and in the community would also be an important factor for the
society as a whole.

Therefore, New Draft Health Policy 2015 can address the need for Indian people which can solve
all health related problems and this would have
direct impact on poverty reduction, increase in
efficiency and easy availability of public health
services via workable and effective PPP collaboration in health infrastructure. This would create an
opportunity for enlarging health care services to
a greater number of people. The more comprehensive, co-ordinated and integrated approach
would yield more fruitful results and bring
changes in the healthcare system.
Dr. Sriram Divi
Department of Public Administration
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STUDENT REFLECTIONS
Bhutan to become 100% Organic Country
Bhutan, in 2011, declared an ambitious goal to
make the country’s agricultural system 100% organic by the year 2020. If this goal was succeeded
then it would be the first country in the world to
achieve the feat.
Bhutan only has about 700,000 people living
within its borders and most are farmers. It’s a majority Buddhist kingdom and its culture reflects
few key tenets of that religion such as sustainable
development, conservation of environment, preservation of the culture and good governance. It is
the geography of Bhutan and its Buddhist culture
which makes it the perfect testing ground for
transitioning to a completely organic agricultural
system. According to Kristine Nichols, chief scientist at the Rodale Institute, a nonprofit that supports research into organic farming, “for a country like Bhutan, there are some things that are a lot
easier, because they are a smaller country.”
Bhutan is currently still in the middle of that transition process, though the small country had a
few things already working in its favor even before 2011. Bhutan is the only country in the world
that rejects gross domestic product (GDP) as a
measure of progress. Since 1971, the country has
instead relied on a measurement known as gross
domestic happiness — a benchmark that seeks to
quantify the happiness and health of the entire
country. “Organic farming was very much part of
the gross national happiness. You cannot think
about applying chemical fertilizers and pesticides
and say that your country is happy.”
Appachanda Thimmaiah, Bhutan’s agricultural
adviser from 2008 to 2013 and associate profes-
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sor of sustainable living at Maharishi University of
Management in Iowa worked with the Bhutanese
government to help the country begin its transition to 100 percent organic agriculture, a partnership that culminated in the development of a National Organic Policy. Thimmaiah said, Bhutan
was expanding the educational resources for
farmers — beginning with something as simple as
redefining the idea of “organic agriculture.” With
Bhutan’s mountainous topography, Thimmaiah
was confident that organic agriculture, when
done correctly, would be more cost-effective
than the transportation costs associated with
shipping chemical fertilizer throughout the country. Thimmaiah also worked to help farmers understand organic agriculture as being complementary to the local resources — and even waste
products — of Bhutan.
Thimmaiah says that Bhutan possesses both the
political will and farmer interest to succeed in its
goal of transitioning to 100 percent organic agriculture by 2020, but notes that there are some
existing hurdles, as the country’s population continues to shift from rural to increasingly urban.
And even if the country manages to transition, it
still will likely rely heavily on imported food —
right now, less than 4 percent of Bhutan’s land is
under cultivation, though its agricultural productivity has increased 3 percent since beginning its
organic push, according to Reuters.
Yash Patel
(SLS’12)

FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS
Dr. Neeta Sinha
 Successfully guided her doctoral

candidate Ms. Bhumika Achhnani to
award of the Phd. degree for the thesis titled: “ A Study on Management
of Stress with respect to Role-Efficacy of Academicians in Management
Education: A Case study of Saurashtra Region”.

 Appointed as member of RDC as an external expert at the Department of

Labour and Social Welfare, Gujarat University.
 Appointed as member,

Board of Studies, Department of Psychology,

Calorx University
 Presented a paper titled “Perceived Role Efficacy of faculties of manage-

ment institutes “at PATHH 2015 organized by St.Francis Institute of Management and Research, University of Mumbai. Theme: Creating Sustainable
Business models.
 Presented a paper titled “Management of organizational role stress with

respect top role efficacy”, at ANVESH 2015, Institute of Management,
NIRMA University.

Dr. Ritu Sharma
 Invited as Guest Speaker for Innovative Course Series by Ahmedabad Uni-

versity on Human Behavior and Social Media on the 30th July 2015 at Institute of Engineering and Technology.
 Paper titled "Gender Equality and Women Empowerment in Higher Educa-

tion: A Comparative Analysis in the Indian Context", published in Social Vision Journal, Special Issue on Women in India Problems, Welfare Programmes and Way forward, July 2015.

Ms. Meena Bilgi
 Continuing her engagement with the Women Working Group on Finance

for Development (WWG-Ffd), she was invited to contribute and participate
in the Women’s Forum, CSO Forum and Official (UN) Conference on Finance for Development in Addis Ababa from 10th to 16th July, 2015.
 Represented WOCAN is one of the Co-Organizers of Regional Consultation

“Nationalizing the Sustainable Development Goals-Economic, Social and
Environmental Sustainability in Western India scheduled on 6th and 7th July
2015 at Ahmedabad. The objective is to develop civil society engagement
mechanism in Western Region of India on Post 2015 agenda.

Ms. Neeta Khurana
 Invited as Guest Faculty for a short teaching assignment at NID, Ahmeda-

bad to teach Semiotics, starting July 27, 2015
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Khushali Purohit
 Felicitated for her achievements of CEC SW - 66 at OTA, Gwalior, MP by

Brigadier Arvind Kapoor, Group Commander - Ahmedabad group on 29th
June, 2015 at NCC Headquarter, Ahmedabad.

Dr. Sriram Divi
 Presented a paper titled "Alternative Service Delivery in Indian Health Sec-

tor: Neglected Areas in PPP Projects" in international conference on Alternative Service Delivery Arrangements conducted by International Association of schools and Institutes of Public Administration (IASIA 2015 Annual
Conference) in Paris from July 6th 2015 to 10th July 2015.
 Mr. Manoj Kumar Sahoo, Faculty SLS, is the Co author of this paper.
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STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS
Theater enthusiast Pratik Thakkar of SLS ’13 was
invited by Lamayuru Gonpa School, Leh, to conduct a 3-week theater workshop for their students.

Sanaya Patel of SLS ’12 recently represented India under Utkarsh Dance Academy
at the 37th World Dances Festival, Dancas do Mundo organised by Casa da Gaia in
Argoncilhe, Portugal. During the festival she performed at various places in Portugal like Milheiros de Poiares, Canedo, Alcanena, Braga and many more.

SLS alumnus Sarthak Malani of SLS ’10 ran the 21-kms in Durshet Forest Monsoon
Marathon backwards.

Hrim Shah of SLS ‘12won the 2nd prize at S.R Bhandari Best Speaker Competition,
organized at Ahmedabad Management Association.
Pic : official page of SLS on Facebook
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Girls NCC Cadets successfully completed a CAT Camp II on
22nd July, 2015. Around 500 Cadets (250 SW, 250 JW) of Army
Wing from different institutions participated in the camp.
Many sports activities, weapon training, tent pitching, rifle
shooting, obstacle training, drill, map reading, lectures and competitions took place during the camp. The cadets participated in
all the activities and made PDPU proud by excelling in every field.

A few of the achievements are;
Camp Appointment: Chandrali Rao (SLS ‘14) was selected as Platoon Commander
Displaying Exceptional Talent in Obstacle Training: Ayushi Kaushik (SLS ‘13); Rakhi Ojha (SLS ‘14)
Displaying Exceptional Talent in Rifle Shooting: Urvi Shah (SLS ‘13); Chandrali Rao (SLS ‘14); Mansi Kothari (SLS ‘13); Devanshi
Bhansali (SLS ‘13)
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CREATE-WITTY CORNER
Veni Vidi Vici
By Abhishree Khanna (SLS ‘15)
The sun broke out and three figures emerged from under the dense shelter of the sycamore trees. It
took Vidi all her will power to continue walking, rather limping further.
“I have to,” she thought, “I have to continue, if not for myself then for my friends. We are a team!”
Vidi was grateful to have Vici by her side supporting half her weight. She looked to her left and
frowned at Veni’s profile, “How could he remain so calm all the time?” she wondered.
Vidi’s doubt about Veni’s sanity was interrupted as she felt excruciating pain in her right knee. She
held her breath and waited for it to pass; Vici smiled sympathetically at her, able to tell by her sudden
stiff posture that her injury was getting worse.
“You two need to keep up.” Veni called over his shoulder.
Vidi bit back a pithy response to Veni as a horrifyingly familiar screeching sound was heard in the distance. The three paused and waited.
Listening hard.
Nothing but rustling leaves in the light, warm breeze. They were getting closer to their target. Without communicating it directly, each understood the urgency of the situation and began moving at a
faster pace.
Veni brought out the fragile paper that was yellowing at the corners from his pocket to confirm if they
were on the right track. He did this routine check every few minutes. Outwardly, he looked collected
and composed, but he was a nervous wreck on the inside.
“Remain calm,” he thought to himself. “I have to be strong. Otherwise, we could fail.” Veni unfolded
the old map once again, scanning the already memorized path. “We still have a long distance to
cover.”
“We are getting closer,” Vici called to Veni’s back. “We must prepare ourselves before we finally face
it.”
Veni’s eye widened but he didn’t turn around. Vici rarely spoke, but when she did, one couldn’t help
but listen.
Although she spoke quietly, it was firm enough to give Vidi goose bumps. Her voice held such authority, it was overwhelming. According to Vidi, Vici didn’t seem as though she wanted to come across as
someone in power. She was the kind who preferred to remain in the shadows. But she was also generous and helpful; a complementary personality. This only made it harder to decipher her thoughts.
Veni recovered from the Vici-induced-surprise and nodded in agreement.
Vici helped Vidi limp to the nearest tree and lean against the thick tree bark.
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“This is all my fault,” Vidi blamed herself. “I am a liability for my team. What are we going to—No! I
will not have such self-depreciating thoughts. We will fight! Together!”
“We have got this,” she said out loud. “We can do this; as a team.”
Vici smiled at her, appreciating the motivation and dedication ringing in her voice. Veni simply rolled
his eyes but internally he was glad that she was remaining positive for the rest of the team.
Vidi folded her legs slowly, careful not to strain her injured knee, sat upright and began her meditation. She needed her full mental alertness and strength to use her powers at optimum level. Now that
she had a disadvantage physically, she decided to focus on bringing her other powers up a notch.
Vici carefully studied Vidi as she meditated, analyzing the emotions that her friend felt through the expressions crossing her face rapidly. “Vidi must not be happy about this,” Vici thought. “She must feel
responsible that we had to slow down and slightly change our plan. She looks angry; as well as determined, possibly wanting to prove herself to us.”
“We will complete our mission,” Vici said to Vidi, while keeping her voice loud enough for Veni to hear
her. “You needn’t feel helpless in this fight. We will help each other out, as a—”
“A Team,” Veni finished her sentence, taking both the girls by surprise.
Vidi relaxed at the thought of her teammates attempting to comfort her and smiled. Yet, she was determined furthermore to not let either of them get in harm’s way.
Veni frowned at the girls, one smiling as she meditated and the other rummaging through her back
pack as she searched for an appropriate weapon for the situation. He studied them carefully and concluded that he meant what he said; they were a team. He had to protect them with whatever strength
he could muster till his last breath.
Vici pulled out a stick which was made in such a manner that it could be folded up and stuffed inside a
bag. She admired the craftsmanship of her Sensei’s gift to her; mentally thanking him for always being
there.
As the three members geared up for a fight, right on cue, the screeching echoed through the forest as
before. However, this time it was louder. This could only mean that the enemy was preparing to leave,
they had to hurry.
“We are ready for this,” Vidi reminded others.
“Let’s go.” Vici ordered quietly.
As the three continued moving through the forest, a silhouette slowly became visible. And soon, a figure stood in the open. Following the figure were several more, some hanging from the branches of
the trees and some barely visible under the shade of the forest.
Vidi let go of Vici’s support and stood on her own two feet, not focused on the knee anymore. The enemy had her attention now.
Vici unfolded her weapon to its full length; holding onto it with such a grip that her knuckles turned
white. “The enemy is ready for us, as we are for them”. She smirked, “this makes the fight all the
more interesting.”
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Veni drew his left leg back and leaned forward, ready to charge. A subtle growl escaped from his
throat as his anger bubbled to surface, unable to stand the site of his foe as it stood upright in front of
him.
The familiar screech that came from the enemy’s direction was loud and clear this time, elevating the
tension in the atmosphere.
All three exchanged a look with eyes full of determination and strength. They were together, they
were a team, and they were one unit.
The silence broke by a powerful battle cry of Veni, Vidi and Vici.

Prachi Chauhan MA’14

The figure of man is made by the technique of
partial pointillism, black water colour was used
and the lady is sketched by charcoal pencil.

Lord Shiva: Drawn on a brown paper, the colours used are dry pastels.

UPCOMING EVENTS
3rd National Seminar on Interdisciplinary Approaches to Knowledge
Audit Courses
Independence Day Celebration
SLSence 2015
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